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Center Chartered Initiative
• Center Retreat Discussion
– What are the ideas/innovations we can explore/push forward as we wait for clear
direction?

• Agency Challenge:
– Coming out of HEFT Steering Committee, and the Administrator
• “Affordability remains the most significant issue facing the Agency and in particular
human spaceflight.”
• “In order to close on affordability, shorten development cycles, and lower operations
and sustaining costs, NASA must change its traditional approach to human space
systems acquisition and development”

• Center Initiative:
– Develop, implement, and demonstrate “world class” practices in delivering spacecraft
technologies, systems, operations and services for the Human Spaceflight Enterprise

Goal: To become a “catalyst for change” demonstrating best practices for the Agency
With the ultimate goal of building a more sustainable Human Spaceflight Enterprise
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Center Chartered Initiative

Strategic Approach to Enable Affordability
• Begin from where we are today, with what we know about the
future, incorporating a few assumptions about the Agency‟s
direction forward
1) We will continue flying 2, most likely 3, shuttle flights to complete that
program
2) We will continue to fly the ISS through at least 2020 and possibly
beyond to 2028
3) We will continue to develop the Orion spacecraft including near term
flight test
4) We will continue to conduct a wide array of research, technologies,
and advanced developments associated with conducting human
space missions
5) We will generate partnerships to enable successful commercial crew
and cargo companies
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Center Initiative

Increase In-house
Advanced Work
Development Lean out Development
Pursue Advancements

Increase ISS
Utilization
Lean out Operations
and Sustaining

ISS

Communication

Orion
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Commercial Increase Insight
Crew
Decrease Oversight

Integral Partner
Increase In-house
Work
Decrease Oversight
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Advanced In-house Development
Approach
• Initiate a transformational activity that leads to a sustainable HSF
enterprise:
– Makes near term advancements in Human Spaceflight beyond low earth orbit
– Develop and apply lean practices and innovation
– Leverages existing available civil servant workforce

• Conduct a portfolio of in-house development activities with the following
criteria:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Mapped to specific human spaceflight needs
Use primarily civil servants
Implement lean development tenets
Leverage existing hardware and facilities
Engage non-traditional partnerships
Show continual, near term, tangible progress
Serve multiple customers where possible
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Scope of Initiative
• Determine the high leverage activities that enable
human space flight beyond low earth orbit (BLEO)
• Independent, as much as possible, of any specific
destination
• Incorporate existing program needs where appropriate
–
–
–
–

ISS reliability improvement and increased utilization
Orion risk reduction
Heavy lift risk reduction
Crew safety systems risk reduction

WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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Continually Build Upon
Previous Results and Assets
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

= projects of various scale and complexity

Build – Learn – Improve - Repeat
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Activities continually leverage previous results and increase in complexity
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What Are the Right Activities?
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Team Process
• Team of senior discipline and system experts were
assembled from Engineering, Operations, Space and
Life Sciences, Astromaterials, Shuttle Program, and
ISS Chief Engineer
• Aligned to on-going Agency strategic initiatives
• The team brainstormed the biggest challenges to
extending human presence beyond low earth orbit
• Those challenges were coalesced into system
advancement needs and operational capability needs
(next chart)
• Activities were developed organized in focus areas
that address these challenges (keeping in mind
Advanced In-House Development criteria)
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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Portfolio Development
HSF Functions
•Integ. Launch, Entry & Space Environ.
charac. and anlysis
•Orb. Debris res. anlys. & mitigation sys.
dev.

• Ascent/Abort Performance
• Entry performance
•S/C Level dev. & ops.
•Landing Recovery Systems dev. & ops.
•Integ GNC sys. dev. & ops.
•Auto. Rendezvous and Docking dev. &
ops.
•Integ. Power & Thermal dev. & ops.
•S/C Struc & Mat Dev.
•Mech. Sep. Sys dev. & ops.
•Integ. Avionics, Comm & S/W dev. and
ops
•Integ. ECLS Sys dev. & ops.
•Prop Sys dev. & ops .
•Human Health Appl. & Sys res. & dev

Operational
Capability
Needs

System
Advancements
•EDL anywhere
•Energy Systems: high
energy density
•Avionics: low
mass/power/cost

• Human/Robotic
Interaction: human
and dexterous
robotics

•Structures: low mass,
MMOD protection, in situ
manufacturing

•Propulsion: cryo transfer
and storage, low thrust/high
Isp
•Long term human duration
and crew health
•Robotics: dexterous
robotic, assistants, free fliers

•Human Adaptation & Countermeas.
res. & dev.

•Advanced EVA: exploration
suit, suit port, free flying
mobility

•Human/Robotic Sys. dev. & ops.

•ISRU

Destinations

• Human
Sustainability:
commonality,
interchangeability,
maintainability

•AR&D anywhere

•Life support: low
mass/volume, high reliability,
regenerative

Space
Flight
Elements

+

• EVA: suit/suitport
• Crew/Ground
Interface: increased
autonomy
• Working & Living in
Space: radiation
protection, crew
health

• S/C Occupant Protection
•Ground based Control Sys. dev. & ops.

•Training and Sim. Sys. dev. &
Flight Crew Training and Dev.

Generate a portfolio of in-house work driven
by the advancements in systems and
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
operational capabilities
needed …
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Summary Table
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Individual Project Descriptions
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Exploration Suit Demo to ISS
“Develop and fly a prototype exploration suit on ISS NLT 2016”
Rationale:
The existing EMU technology is not extensible
to Exploration destinations beyond low earth
orbit. The joint mobility features are not
suitable for surface environments and the suit
is not equipped to handle dust or contamination
found at a NEA or surface destination. EVA
Component Development ~2011-2013
needs a flexible suit architecture that will allow
mobility in a gravity well and tolerate the
particulate contamination found in surface/NEA
destinations. The life support system needs
designed to accept upgrades and technology
insertion.
Characteristics:
This is a joint activity with ETDD intended to
Human in the Loop Chamber testing ~2014
first build suit components, and then upgrade
and integrate them until a flight demo suit is
available. Need resources in the area of the
ground demo and ISS integration.
MacGyver first steps:
Continue component development &
demonstrations, develop portable air backpack,
and begin detailed planning for ground demo
and ISS integration.
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
ISS Demo~2015
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Suit Port In-Space Demo
“Perform an In-Space Human Demonstration of Suitport by 2017”
Rationale:
Suit port has been conceived as a way to
reduce the significant crew overhead with
performing EVA. Suit port reduces pre/post
EVA time and reduces environmental
contamination brought into the cabin.
Characteristics:
Suitport is a rear entry suit that keeps the suit
isolated from the internal environment. It
eliminates the need for pre-breathe protocols.
It also reduces the internal suit storage
requirements.

Gen 2 suitport and HDU airlock mockup design and fab
~2011-2012

MacGyver first steps:
Current SEV and ETDD plans take the suit port
to a Human Vacuum Test in a chamber. This
project relies on completion of an exploration
suit and an 8.3 psia ECLSS demo for success.

Human in the Loop Vacuum Chamber testing ~2013

Continue existing Inflatable airlock and MMSEV
efforts. Work with ISS to identify an area for
isolation at 8.3 psia and build inflatable airlock
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
to attach to one of the docking ports on ISS.

iHAB

Inflatable Suitlock Concept

A. Scott Howe, JPL
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ISS Demo~2016
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EVA In-space Manueverability
“Develop a crew mobility jet pack/pod”
Rationale:

Gemini

SAFER

MMU

Need ability to approach objects not intended for EVA
(e.g. Asteroids or satellites). Enhances EVA capability
on ISS.

Characteristics:
–Three independent strings to allow nominal use
•Three sets of avionics
•Three 16-thruster propulsion systems
•Shared Tridyne Tankage sized to ΔV requirement
•Shared two fault tolerant, rechargeable battery
–System operates normally after the loss of two
cells

Prototype full range
of ideas.

–Concurrent Design with rest of McGyver Portfolio
–Suit interface with MMSEV
–Accommodates EVA suit ports
–Works with Advanced EVA Suit and PLSS
–Scalable propulsion, GNC and avionics

Build them in-house
and test them on ISS.

MacGyver first steps:
- Prototype propulsion subsystem
- Prototype suit interfaces
- Air bearing floor tests of prototype
Man-in-Can

WWW.NASAWATCH.COM

Bottle Suit

2001 POD
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Compact Exercise Countermeasures
“Demonstrate Low-Mass Low Volume Alternatives to
Conventional in-Space Exercise Countermeasures”
Rationale:
Deep space missions require highly functional exercise
countermeasures to prevent musculo-skeletal degradation,
and enable both performance at mission destination and
safe return for crew.
Existing countermeasures are too large and massive for
long duration missions beyond LEO. Additional
countermeasures such as strength augmentation and
robotic mobility aids may still be required to optimize crew
performance.
Characteristics:
•Small and lightweight
•Adaptive to multiple exercises and multiple crew
•Make use of existing and emerging technologies
•Free from constraints of zero power / passive
MacGyver first steps:
•Demonstrate use of High Torque mechanical actuators
coupled with cable wrapped spindle as an exercises
device.
•Demonstrate software-driven tailored force output to
match human kinesiology for select exercises
• Demonstrated coupled torque devices for a broad range
of exercises
• Investigate partnerships for wearable robotics for
exercise countermeasures and recovery aids
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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Free Flying Inspector
“Enable a new „view‟ of space operations with
free flying inspection and remote viewing”
Rationale:
• Every previous human spaceflight program has
experienced the need for better views of external
systems and extravehicular operations
• Enhance ISS utilization and public outreach with a
new ISS inspection and remote viewing capability
deployable through JEM airlock
• Demonstrate technology precursor for free flyer
applications on beyond-LEO missions, on-orbit
servicing, and other new initiatives
• Establish external free flyer testbed on ISS to test
AR&D algorithms, advanced relative navigation
sensors, close-proximity autonomous spacecraft
operations, and formation flying techniques

Characteristics:
Nanosatellite class (4-6kg) free flyer with
magnetic docking/deployment based on
JSC Mini AERCam design

MacGyver first steps:

Mini AERCam

Year 1: Adapt Mini AERCam Shuttle
prototypes and
AERCam Sprint (on
design for ISS and integrate engineering
STS-87, December
unit with high reuse of existing hardware
1997)
Year 2: Perform ground testing; build and
qualify flight hardware for ISS deploymentWWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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ISS Return Capsule
“Develop the capability to return small IVA payloads
from ISS using the JEM airlock”
Rationale:
Provides reconfigurable entry capsules for
technology development and ISS down mass
needs. Can be used to tests a range of
technologies including propulsion, GN&C, TPS,
and entry systems. A small capsule with the
capability to load internal payloads could be
used to return time critical items such as air
samples or crew medical samples. In addition
the capsules may serve a special science need
where timely return of the experiment is
necessary.

Characteristics:
Small (~100kg) vehicle. Full compliment of
spacecraft systems.

MacGyver first steps:
Develop prototype capsule and perform drop
tests. Use Morpheus and other project
hardware and software for early checkout.

WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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Mid L/D Aerocapture
“Develop and fly a mid-L/D aerocapture flight test extensible
to large payload Mars missions”
Rationale:
Aerocapture is an enabling, non-validated technology
for human and precursor Mars missions, as well as
enhancing for BLEO earth returns. Capsules,
constrained by launch vehicle dimensions, cannot
deliver sufficiently large payloads to Mars. Rigid midL/D concepts are consistent with launch packaging and
less risky than large inflatable or deployable low-L/D
aeroshell designs.

Characteristics:
Design, analyze, and ground test a mid-L/D concept
that can be scaled up and applied to human Mars
missions. Utilize existing orbital free flyer or ISS return
capsule core systems within a small scale mid-L/D
aeroshell to fly an Earth aerocapture mission launched
by an expendable.

MacGyver first steps:

Hybrid Predictor-corrector
Analytic Scheme (HYPAS)
1. Hyperbolic
approach trajectory

3. Begin Bank
Angle Modulation,
Equilibrium Glide
Phase (g-load
4. Peak heat
trigger)
rate, g-load
5. Periapsis
(the closest
point, in orbit,
to the surface
of Mars )

9. Periapsis
Raise
Maneuver at
Apoapsis
(the farthest
point, in
orbit, to the
surface of
Mars

Optimize mid-L/D aeroshell OML and develop
prototype to test in wind tunnels, arc jets, ballistic
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
facilities, and on sounding rockets.

2. Enter
Atmosphere

10. Orbit
Adjust
6. Begin Exit Phase Maneuver
(velocity trigger)

Target
Orbit

8. Exit
Atmosphere

7. End Bank
Angle
Modulation (gload trigger)
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MMSEV Demo
“Develop and fly an unmanned MMSEV prototype to ISS”
Rationale:
An MMSEV prototype can be
launched (un manned) to ISS to test
EVA suitports, robotics, ECLSS,
docking, in-space propulsion and
other spacecraft capabilities.

ISS

EVA Suitports Habitability

Hubble

In-Space Prop

Characteristics:
MMSEV Subsystems will include
habitation, EVA/Suitport s, IDS
docking, robotic arms, flight software,
power and energy storage, thermal
control, communication, cockpit
controls, in-space propulsion, GNC
and advanced ECLSS.
MacGyver first steps:
Demonstrate AR&D techniques,
navigation sensors, and closed loop
GN&C in a air bearing floor
demonstration using existing assets
such as the rover cabin and cold gas
RCS using X-38 hardware and
simulations (parts in hand).

Advanced ECLSS

Asteroid

Telescopes

Robotic Arms

Structure

Software

WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
Components

/

L1 Station

Prototypes

/

Missions
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Advanced ECLSS
Integrated Mission Ground Testing
“Develop advanced ECLSS and thermal technologies using integrated
testing as a focusing mechanism.”
Rationale
•Identifies systems integration
challenges/risks
•Inform future technology development
(maturation with a systems perspective)
•Technology down-select is informed
•Technology gaps are more easily
identified
•Focuses technology development
•Can inform future mission architectures

Major Systems
Life Support
Habitation
Avionics &
Software

Major Elements

Communications

 Multi-Mission
Space Exploration
Vehicle (MMSEV)

Power
Thermal

Characteristics
•Use a systems environment for ground
testing at a mission level.
•Define a series of ground missions
reflective of future missions with
successively higher fidelity and duration.
•Interfaces with Deep Space Hab, in-space
vehicles, EVA (suitport), etc)
MacGyver first steps:
Complete chamber setup for ambient
pressure/O2 (8 psi/32% O2 in 2013), crew
accommodations, ECLSS equipment; plan
missions, develop conops, start testing
2012.

 Deep Space Habitat

EVA, EVA Tools &
Equipment

 Robust EVA
Capability

Structures &
Mechanisms

 Crew Health &
Performance

GN&C
Mission
Operations
Planetary Sciences
Life Sciences

MMSEV
Prototype

Human Rated
Chamber
8 psi, 32% O2

EVA Suit Port

 Deep Space Science
Capability
 Integrated Mission
Environment

Medical
Operations

HDU-DSH

Crew

ISRU
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
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Beyond LEO Habitat
“Develop and evaluate a suite of habitat concepts that enable Exo-LEO
missions while reducing launch mass and volume, on-orbit assembly,
and resupply needs”
Rationale:
HEFT Class Exploration missions require
significant habitable volume and stowage volume for
consumables. ISS Experience shows that on orbit
assembly and outfitting significantly increases cost and
schedule. Using existing or common structures can

Inflatable Ground
Tests
Inflatable ISS
Module or Free
Flyer

Characteristics:
• Single-launch large pressurized volume design and
evaluation, including MEL development and execution
of Human evaluation in a mockup environment
• Leverages existing structures, common structures with
other elements, or demonstrates game changing
technologies

MacGyver first steps:
• Trade Studies to use Shuttle and HLLV Tanks as Hab
• Trade Studies to use Spare ISS Modules as Hab
• Inflatable Module Ground Test and Flight Test
WWW.NASAWATCH.COM
(Collaboration with Suit Port)

Exceed Skylab
Habitable Volume

Hab Shares
Common Structure
and tooling with HLLV LH2
Tank or Shuttle ET
Minimal on Orbit
Deployment
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ISS Waste Utilization Project
“Develop and fly an ISS experiment to produce and utilize propellants
to perform ISS support tasks.”
Rationale
– Address HEFT defined capability needs
– Address TRL gap between R&D and Programs
– Enable commonality of hardware and software via total system
development and optimization
– Tests destination independent technologies and capabilities
– Provide some re-boost for ISS (how much depends on final sizing)
Characteristics
– Subscale system development made up of waste utilization
subsystems and product usage subsystems
– Provide on-ramp for ETDD, OCT, SBIR and other technology
development efforts
– ISS experiment mounted on exterior of ISS with access to either cabin
air (preferred) or ISS CO2 and water
– Utilize existing regenerative life support produced methane currently
planned for venting
– Likely will need to resupply ISS for water utilized
– Size: ~3 m3, ~300 kg (final sizing will be based on budget and LV)

Bring together existing consumables production, storage, and
usage efforts with existing and new projects and hardware

• Separate some
CO2 and water
from cabin
• ISS waste CH4
and some trash

Processing &
Storage
• Produce O2, H2, CH4
• Cryogenic and
gaseous storage
• Liquefaction

•Reboost via water
rocket, LO2/LH2, and
LO2/LCH4 thrusters
•Refuelable free flyer
Usage

Resources

The proposed project tests capabilities from the following areas:
- In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU) {plant optimized for ISRU}
- Advanced regenerative life support {plant has commonalities to life support}
- Cryogenic liquefaction and propulsion {perform transfers, test concepts}
- Water rocket propulsion (simple gaseous system, low thrust, high Isp)
- Autonomous Rendezvous & Docking (AR&D) anywhere (not GPS dependent)
- Free flyer robotics {perform docking. recharge, refuel, and possibly repair}

MacGyver Roadmap
Testbed

Ground Testbed
Flight Development
Flight & Operations

2011

2012

2013

2014

Fabrication

Test

Test

Test

Iterate Design

PDR

CDR

Fabrication

Negotiate Plan with ISS
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ISS Final Resource Plan

2015

2016

2017

Test
Simulations

Launch

Ops 
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